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Everyone says passion is the ultimate force that pushes you towards success. While it’s true that you
should be passionate about what you do to be able to reach unimaginable heights in your career, it’s
not the only motivational tool you’ll need. In fact, I guarantee you that people who are 100 times more
hardworking can and will one day surpass the ones who are simply passionate. This is because putting
in the necessary effort to improve your solutions and materialize your dreams are essential in staying
relevant and becoming successful. In this newsletter, let’s go through the different things you need to
keep pursuing to improve your brand and business.

BRANDING: 5 ESSENTIAL TIPS TO DEVELOP YOUR BRAND
Nowadays, there are several businesses and startups being funded by investors. This is why it tends to
be hard to discover a way to lead the competition. We live in an age of business visionaries. Because of
the web, the world is encountering a heap of flourishing startups and technologies, that has found an
approach to be more competitive, exclusively off their creativity and persistence.
We enviously cheer their accomplishments, while we wonder, how could they have possibly made it?
Right now, we’re going to give you a portion of the key things that those fruitful individuals knew and
applied to their methodology and eventually drove them to progress. With these tips, you will have the
option to develop your brand and follow their footsteps.
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1. Remember to Make Use of Free Resources
One of the things you need to be conscious of is the amount of available and free resources out in the
world. These assets can assist you in establishing your brand in a few stages. Regardless of what your
organization focuses on, your ultimate concern should be to get to know the resources available for you
to use freely and incorporate them into your strategies. These include (yet are not restricted to) – blogs,
downloadable materials, podcasts platforms, Youtube, and obviously any of the online networking
websites.
These are commonly free – except, of course, if you settle on cutting edge tech. By exploiting numerous
platforms, you can grow your brand’s message to a bigger crowd who might not have been reachable
before. Using free platforms to spread awareness of your brand and message will help you develop a
community of potential customers.
2. Make Sure to Follow Trends
Some would call exploiting trends being a culture vulture. But if you want your marketing to skyrocket,
you should be able to follow and replicate trends that are popular within the interests of your target
market.
By figuring out how to accommodate your customers’ interests into well-known patterns, you won’t
just increase the number of leads you get, but also have the option to turn them into actual paying
customers. Of course, not everyone will be keen on your attempts at marketing trends, you will draw
in and keep the individuals who are interested in the product you have. This will assemble a circle of
devotees, who will follow, talk about, and share your solutions.
3. Sell Yourself on Social Media
We live in a period of straightforwardness and curiosity. With the rise of innovative technology, we
hold the ability to be more connected with individuals we never knew before. This is why you need to
humanize your product on social media and think of it as selling yourself. This is so people who see
your product online can build a relationship with your brand.
Online networking is certainly one of the most basic resources that we have. Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat, and so forth. These outlets not just give an immediate connection to your
potential buyer, in addition, it gives them a way to get to know your product before committing to a
purchase.
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4. Consistency
It is currently critical to be reliable. There are various competitive businesses that make use of digital
marketing, and you’re just one drop in the lake. Therefore, it’s important you practice consistency in
your messages and actions. If you make a guarantee, make sure to keep it. On the off chance that you
offer something, communicate the benefits well. Never make an offer you can’t follow through with.
While it might be in your best interest to offer more than you can give, your customer won’t appreciate
it if you suddenly back out or give them less than you promised. Set a standard, remain there or raise
the bar.
5. Quality over Quantity
Despite all that was recently stated, one of the more reflective guidelines to remember is to never
extend yourself past what you can do. If you can’t deal with a blog and a webcast, simply do one of the
other. On the off chance that having an Instagram and a Twitter is excessively troublesome, once more,
just pick one. The issue that numerous organizations (particularly self-starters) have is their need to
over submit.
Know your points of confinement and extend if it needs to be extended. If you feel you’ve hit your
gainful breaking point – stop there. It is essential that you genuinely consider either adapting to
manage the cost of employing a team or searching out interns to help you, so you can progress forward
easily. Keep in mind that delivering quality over quantity is extremely important.
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CAN EVERYONE BE AN ENTREPRENEUR?
As an entrepreneur, your ideas have the power to change the world around you. You are going to
experience the creative freedom you couldn’t have when you were enclosed within four walls, building
an empire for someone else. All the decisions you’re going to make from then on will be for your
personal glory and for the benefit of your cause. You can be innovative, disruptive, and impactful.
Deciding to be an entrepreneur
Now, taking the leap isn’t easy without the support of the people who are important to you. This is
because in your first year, you’re going to have ups and downs, only because this is the first time you
are venturing out on your own. Your lifestyle isn’t the only thing that will change, it’s going to change
the lifestyle of the people closest to you as well. But whether the first year is rocky, you need to know
that it’s okay. It’s okay if plans change and goals shift. It’s completely fine to pivot to reach your KPIs.
As much as I want to tell you that it’s all glitter and gold, I can’t. The entrepreneurial journey is going to
be a long one. You must grind, hustle, and fight for your way to the finish line. And even then, it’s never
really done.
You’re probably doubting yourself if you can do this. But the stars will never align as a sign for you to
start your business. Every entrepreneur knows that it takes courage to leave their day job and step
outside their comfort zone. Why? Because making an impact and changing the world is more important
than the security of a desk and a regular paycheck. Of course, there’s going to be a lot of criticism, and
the people around you won’t all agree that going into entrepreneurship is the best course of action to
take. Therefore, it’s essential that you communicate your goals and your reasons to the people who
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will act as your support system. When you’re at wit’s end, you need to take a step back and surround
yourself with the people you care the most, because why else are you doing this, if not for them as well?
Yes, you are taking this journey for the freedom, rewards, and to start calling the shots, but you are also
doing this because there’s a problem only you can solve. And this solution can evidently make your
loved ones’ lives easier.
Keeping Your Entrepreneurial-Self Sane
One thing you need to do is keep in mind that mistakes will happen, and there’s nothing you can do to
stop them from happening. Do not, and I say this with great emphasis, do not let it bother you!
The best way you can waste your time is by focusing on what could go wrong. Mistakes are only
mistakes if you don’t learn from them, otherwise think of it as a learning curve. There is so much
about the industry to learn about, and a lot of tech that can help you automate some of your tasks. Of
course, there’s a team of competent individuals out there waiting to be formed, let them help you. If
the workload becomes too much for you to handle on your own, look for a co-founder or a specialist
who can help you scale your business. There’s a lot of steps you can take to avoid burning down your
business to the ground, learn them. You’re not the only entrepreneur to doubt their capabilities, so
don’t be afraid to reach out to a mentor.
Moreover, the only person stopping you from success is yourself – get ready to pull out all the stops to
materialize your dream into reality because mediocre work doesn’t cut it anymore. There’s no more
room for average, you need quality. Learn from other entrepreneurs and learn from reading all the
materials you have access to. It’s not going to be an easy journey, but it’s one worth taking.
So, if you’re scared of taking the entrepreneurial leap, don’t be. A lot of the corporate giants you see
now have, more than once, made a mistake. It never stopped them, so it shouldn’t stop you.
Imagine this – if you keep grinding and hustling, just like Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, or Jack Ma did,
your name will one day be on the list of entrepreneurs who changed the world. Even though we are as
innovative as ever, there is a problem out there that only you could provide a solution to. And it’s not
too late to work on it, so take the leap and make that impact.
Entrepreneurs and Disruption
For the past decade or so, entrepreneurship has become rampant in developing countries. You’d
think the U.S. would be the most entrepreneurial country, but it ranks lowly in the charts. This is
because citizens of developing countries take entrepreneurship as a means of survival against high
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unemployment rates. However, financial security isn’t always the reason why people venture out into
entrepreneurship. In fact, most of the innovative startups you see today are more about solving worldly
problems that can no longer be controlled by age-old traditions.
For example, before Uber was founded in 2009, most of us accepted that taking public transport is a
good way to get from point A to point B. We were also satisfied about going to a curb and hailing a taxi,
hoping no one would suddenly jump in and steal the cab from you. Yes, a lot of people complained
about public transport and the taxi industry, but only few provided solutions.
Then there’s Facebook and other social media platforms and the gap they bridged between consumers
and sellers. These networks’ approach to online advertisements has changed the world of digital
marketing. Today, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram are competitive players to the original and
powerful advertising platform – Google Adwords.
Entrepreneurship used to be a foreign concept, and hardly anyone wanted to get their hands dirty to
build a company from the ground up. Forbes shared the statistics back in 2015 about whether people
would want to be their own boss. Astoundingly, well over 50% of the respondents preferred to be an
entrepreneur rather than an employee.
It’s amazing how many people are out to disrupt industries, but which of them develop and scale their
businesses successfully? There’s a plethora of ways a startup can fail miserably, especially when you
don’t have the traits needed to pilot the startup from the ground up. If you have the resources to hire
people who can manage the essential departments from the start, then by all means, do it.
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INCREASE YOUR NETWORK ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Building a Facebook following is still extremely important for connecting with potential customers,
though the almighty News Feed algorithm is certainly not designed to help you.
To help, here are five tips to help you increase your fan base on The Social Network.
1. Block fake followers
Fake followers don’t engage with your posts, which ultimately hurts your reach. And since Facebook
only shows your posts to roughly 6% (or fewer) of your Page fans, it’s crucially important that those you
do reach are warm bodies - and not cold bots.
Don’t make this mistake - go through your Facebook fans and block followers who are clearly fake. It’s
one of the most important things you can do to reach more people and grow your page likes. For more
info, here’s a more in-depth analysis of why you should get rid of fake followers.
2. Turn off automatic placements
If you’re running ads, be sure that your intended results are always front and center. Facebook will let
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you select from a variety of objectives, so you can choose whether engagement or messages are most
important to you. To grow your followers, you’ll want to select “engagement.”
From here you’ll want to make sure you turn off automatic placements. This is a feature that Facebook
automatically turns on so that they can show your boosted posts to people on Instagram. And while
this will increase your reach, it won’t help you grow your Facebook following.
3. Invite users to like your Page
When someone interacts with your Facebook post, you have the option to invite them to like your Page
and see more of your content.
This isn’t the same as sending a cold invitation to connect on LinkedIn - the people you’re inviting to
like your page have already interacted with you, so the quicker you send the invite the better your
chances of success.
Don’t delay when someone shows interest in what you’re sharing with the world. A good portion of
your invites will accept and become active Page followers.
4. Add a call to action at the end of articles
Whether you’re writing for your own blog, on LinkedIn’s publishing platform, or for another publication,
having a clear call to action is important at the end of all your posts.
Don’t ask users to follow you on four different social networks, subscribe to your email list AND visit
your website - make your call to action clear and simple, and ask them to like your Facebook Page.
5. Use your Page to tell a different story
Too many brands use Facebook in the same way that they use all of their other owned social media
pages. They create one post, then schedule it in Buffer or Hootsuite, and send it out to all of their social
media channels in one go.
The key question you need to ask is this - if you’re posting the exact same content on Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook, and LinkedIn, why should your audience follow you on all those social networks?
The simple answer is that, if you’re doing this, your audience won’t engage with you on multiple
platforms. Take pride in your social media pages and create custom content for each network.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING: IS CONSISTENCY KEY?
Consistency is key in social media marketing. For your crowd to perceive your brand, you should be
predictable. Being reliable in your brand permits you to develop in crowd commitment and reach. From
the manner of speaking utilized in messages to the style of your profiles, you should be conspicuous to
pick up footing among your target group.
Stay Consistent in Tone of Voice
To be predictable in the tone utilized in social media messages, you should initially comprehend who it
is that you are addressing when sending those messages. For instance, in case you’re addressing recent
college grads, you wouldn’t utilize a similar vernacular as you would on the off chance that you were
addressing those in the person born after WW2 age. Age, land area, sexual orientation, interests, goals
- every one of these portion gatherings of individuals and realizing which gathering you’re addressing
permits you to pick a manner of speaking that your crowd will comprehend.
Consistency in the manner you convey online can permit individuals to perceive your voice similarly
you perceive your companion’s voice when they state “hi” via telephone. Brand acknowledgment is
expected to construct a steadfast crowd and following on social media, so be consistent with your
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brand. You know what your identity is, your specialty, and why it makes a difference to individuals.
It’s an exercise in careful control. Mean to impart such that stays consistent with your brand while
additionally resounding with your crowd. Keeping your main goal, vision, and qualities at the top of the
priority list while choosing your voice and the substance of your posts can help make the equalization
and consistency expected to showcase well on social media.
Stay Consistent in Content
Try not to be dissipated in what you share by means of social media. Show what you know and offer
what your crowd will discover significant to their lives. The objective is to be pertinent and legitimate.
As per Facebook Blueprint Creative Best Practices, “You have to make content that does one of the
accompanying: makes me cry, makes me chuckle or astonishments/incites me.” You need to inspire
a reaction from your crowd, to normally attract them and get them to draw in with the substance you
make as well as offer.
When sharing others’ substance on social media, consider the source before retweeting or hitting
‘share’ on Facebook. Your posts ought to be exact and moral in content, which means you must ensure
news being shared by you originates from a precise and moral source. Twofold watch that a bit of
news is precise by cross-checking the article or post on other online sources. On the off chance that
other reliable sources have affirmed that bit of news to be valid, it’s likely protected to share. On the off
chance that your common substance is reliably dependable, at that point, you are as well. Think about
this additional progression in confirming data as an approach to defend your brand and notoriety.
Stay Consistent in Posting
Discover a parity when posting content. Ensure that you aren’t posting an over the top kind of
substance and insufficient of another. For instance, posting recordings about home support tips two
times per day, consistently can cause a lopsidedness with your different posts, like house deals or data
about your business that goes out just once per week. When you locate a decent parity in the sum
you post for various types of substance, be steady when sharing that content. Having a posting plan
guarantees that consistency in when you post and what you share. Timetable out every day’s posts for
every social media channel and ensure that you stay with it.
Post on social media consistently. Natural reach, which is the quantity of individuals you reach without
paying to help a notice or post, can arrive at just a specific measure of individuals. Each time you
present is another open door on contact with your crowd. Posting every day deliberately and reliably
augments your natural reach.
Stay Consistent in Visuals
Keep your content at a suitable length. Posts that are too long can be difficult and tastefully
unappealing. The equivalent goes for the utilization of unnecessary hashtags in posts. Hashtags are an
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extraordinary method to bounce into the discussion encompassing a drifting theme yet too many can
be jumbled and insufficient. A decent general guideline is for the quantity of words in your subtitle to
be longer than the quantity of hashtags utilized in a similar post.
Your profile needs to have visual intrigue. Individuals are visual animals and are normally pulled
in to tastefully engaging visuals. Ensure that your profile follows a subject. Have a shading plan for
photographs and utilize a similar channel each time when altering pictures on Instagram. This makes
consistency and coordination in your pictures and posts, which greatly affects buyers. Southwest
Airlines utilizes these procedures on its social media. Its Instagram, specifically, augments its range
by having a firm, outwardly engaging subject that reliably strengthens its brand, which each business
should intend to do when utilizing social media to market to customers.
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